Abstract. We study XXZ spin systems on general graphs. In particular, we describe the formation of droplet states near the bottom of the spectrum in the Ising phase of the model, where the Z-term dominates the XX-term. As key tools we use particle number conservation of XXZ systems and symmetric products of graphs with their associated adjacency matrices and Laplacians. Of particular interest to us are strips and multi-dimensional Euclidean lattices, for which we discuss the existence of spectral gaps above the droplet regime. We also prove a Combes-Thomas bound which shows that the eigenstates in the droplet regime are exponentially small perturbations of strict (classical) droplets.
Introduction
The infinite XXZ quantum spin chain is, at least in principle, fully diagonalizable by the Bethe ansatz, e.g. [12, 33, 5, 6, 7, 8, 21, 22, 14] . However, having explicit expressions available for all its generalized eigenfunctions does not readily expose the quantitative information needed to study further questions related to the XXZ chain such as finite volume effects or perturbative situations (e.g., the sensitivity of the model to exterior fields). It also does not reflect the behavior of important physical quantities such as quantum dynamics or entanglement properties of eigenstates in a straightforward way.
More detailed information about the bottom of the spectrum of the XXZ chain has been found in its Ising phase, where the Z-term dominates the XX-term of the Hamiltonian. Not only does this phase lead to a non-degenerate gapped ground state [25, 26] , but the first band above the ground state gap is found to be generated by states consisting of small perturbations of droplets, i.e., a single cluster of spins of a fixed orientation [32, 27, 20] . In finite volume these droplets appear in connection with kink boundary conditions [28] .
This droplet regime is quite stable under perturbations, which has recently allowed to prove that exposure of the Ising phase XXZ chain to a random field in the Z direction leads to a broad range of localization properties within the droplet spectrum [10, 16, 17, 11] , thus providing the first mathematically rigorous results towards the existence of a physically expected many-body localized phase in the disordered XXZ chain.
Our main goal here is to demonstrate that the occurrence of the droplet phase is not limited to the special case of the XXZ chain, but appears much more generally for quasione-dimensional XXZ systems in the Ising phase. As our set-up we will consider the XXZ model on a general undirected countable graph G. This includes, in particular, the quasi-onedimensional case of strips of arbitrary width, which will be contrasted with XXZ systems on multi-dimensional lattices (where we will focus on dimension two). In particular, the general model considered here is not exactly solvable, a property which is not needed for our methods.
The first crucial feature to be exploited is that XXZ models are particle number preserving, meaning that the subspaces generated by states with an arbitrary but fixed number N of (say) down-spins are invariant under the XXZ Hamiltonian. The restrictions of the Hamiltonian to the N-particle subspaces turn out to be discrete Schrödinger-type operators on the N-th symmetric product graph G N of G. This concept and some of its graph theoretic implications have been used in the literature on spin systems before, at least for the isotropic XXX (or Heisenberg) model [4, 29, 30] (and [9, 3] provide counterexamples to an iso-spectrality problem posed in [4] ).
We feel that this connection between quantum spin systems and graph theory still has much potential remaining to provide further insights, some of which we discuss here. Interestingly (but not too surprisingly), symmetric product graphs have been introduced and studied in the graph theory literature, seemingly independently, under several other names such as N-subgraph graphs, N-tuple vertex graphs and N-token graphs, e.g. [23, 1, 34, 2, 18, 15, 31] .
Physically, the reduced N-particle operators describe hard core bosons with attractive next-neighbor interaction. In the Ising phase these interactions (resulting from the Z-term) dominate the hopping terms (resulting from the XX-term). This is the second crucial feature exploited in our work -and in earlier works on the special case of the chain -as it makes the particles "sticky" at low energies and thus leads to the formation of spin droplets.
In Section 2 we start by introducing some graph theoretic concepts, including symmetric products of graphs and a known formula for the geodesic distance on these products (for which we provide a proof in Appendix A). Then we introduce the XXZ system on a general connected undirected graph G and show that its restrictions to the N-particle subspaces are given by Schrödinger-type operators on the symmetric products G N of G, with potential given by the degree function on the graph G N . The latter is given for any vertex of G N by the edge surface measure of the corresponding N-particle configuration in G. This leads to a close connection between the Ising phase of XXZ systems and the edge-isoperimetric problem on the graph (Section 2.5). In this view droplets are given the natural geometric interpretation of solutions of the isoperimetric problem, i.e., configurations of minimal surface measure at given particle number (or volume). This leads us to the definition of droplet spectrum for a general XXZ system in the Ising phase.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to two questions: (i) Is the droplet spectrum (in sufficiently strong Ising phase) separated by a gap from higher spectral bands of the XXZ system? (ii) In what sense are the eigenstates to energies in the droplet spectrum approximated by droplet states, i.e., by spin product states with a single connected cluster of (in our choice) down-spins?
In Section 3 we develop a general approach to the proof of the existence of spectral gaps for Schrödinger type operators on graphs, tailored to our application. It will allow to treat the hopping terms in the N-particle operators as perturbations of the potential term. We will exploit that, while the graphs G N have "bulk degree" growing linearly in N, the local degree of vertices in G N corresponding to droplet configurations is smaller than the bulk degree, growing as the surface area rather than the volume of droplets.
This means, essentially, that the droplet regime at the bottom of the spectrum can be expected to be uniform in the particle number N for graphs G which are "one-dimensional" in the sense that droplets have surface area uniformly bounded in their volume. For higherdimensional graphs the surface area grows with the volume of a droplet, leading to the conclusion that the droplet regime at the bottom of the spectrum only reflects small particle numbers.
In Section 4 we discuss this in some detail for two prototypical examples, strips of arbitrary (but fixed) width M, as well as the two-dimensional Euclidean lattice Z 2 . Here we also include some new results on the existence of higher order spectral gaps for the case of a chain, i.e., the strip with M = 1. For completeness of presentation, we include some results on the solution of the edge-isoperimetric problem for these examples in Appendix B.
We limit our discussion of special cases to these two examples, as this should suffice to point out the principal difference between one-dimensional and multi-dimensional systems. In principle, other examples of quasi-one-dimensional graphs, such as "tubes" or graphs found from the chain or strip by adding local graph decorations, or graphs given by higherdimensional Euclidean lattices, could be analyzed and should show similar features. However, the details would get more tedious due to the subtleties of solving the corresponding edgeisoperimetric problems.
In many ways our main results are Theorem 5.2 in Section 5 and the subsequent discussion of decay of eigenstates and spectral projections for energies in the droplet spectrum in Section 5.2, as this shows how well these states are approximated by strict droplet configurations. In fact, the approximation turns out to be exponentially close in the graph distance on the symmetric product graph G N . Here the central Theorem 5.2 takes the form of a Combes-Thomas-type bound on the Green function with respect to the graph distance on G N , generalizing an argument for the chain in [16] (see also [10] for a related result).
While we focus on the droplet regime, we mention that all our results can be used to study the structure of the spectrum and eigenstates of XXZ systems at higher energies, where the eigenstates correspond to "multi-droplets", i.e., are close to spin product states with multiple connected components of down-spins.
Also, by not using any of the specific properties behind the exact solvability of the XXZ chain via the Bethe ansatz, our results allow the addition of positive exterior magnetic fields in the Z-direction to the model and work equally well in finite and infinite volume. This, in particular, will be exploited in planned future work such as the further study of localization properties of XXZ systems in random fields.
2. The XXZ Hamiltonian on general graphs 2.1. Basic graph theoretic concepts and symmetric products. In the following, let G = (V, E) denote an undirected non-trivial graph with countable (finite or infinite) vertex set V and edge set E ⊂ {{x, y} : x, y ∈ V, x = y}. We assume that G is connected, so that the graph distance d(·, ·) on G, i.e., the smallest number of edges connecting two vertices, is an integer-valued metric on V. We also assume that G has bounded degree, i.e., that d := sup x∈V d(x) < ∞, where d(x) := |{y ∈ V : {x, y} ∈ E}| = |{y ∈ V : d(x, y) = 1}| is the local degree of x ∈ V. Here and below | · | denotes cardinality. Definition 2.1. For every finite X ⊂ V, let us introduce the following graph theoretic concepts:
• The total degree d tot (X) given by
• The edge boundary ∂X of X given by
The surface measure S(X) is then given by S(X) = |∂X|.
• The interaction potential W (X) given by the number of edges between elements of X,
Alternatively, explaining the use of the term interaction potential, one can write
where Q is the attractive next-neighbor pair interaction
else.
Note that for finite X ⊂ V the quantities d tot (X), S(X) and W (X) are all finite. Moreover, they satisfy the following simple relation (which is well known, at least for regular graphs, e.g. [13] ): Lemma 2.2. For S(X), d tot (X) and W (X) as defined above we have
Proof. We have
as well as
Finally, W (X) can be expressed as
where the prefactor of 1/2 on the right hand side of (2.9) accommodates for the fact that each edge is counted twice in the summation appearing there. Combined, this yields (2.6).
Given a graph G = (V, E), let us now define its N-th symmetric product. 
Remark 2.4. It will be consistent with our later considerations to define G 0 to be the trivial graph with only one vertex, i.e. G 0 := ({∅}, ∅).
Remark 2.5. Note that (X, Y ) ∈ E N means that Y is found from X by moving one element of X to an unoccupied next neighbor in G, while all other elements stay in place. This can be done in exactly S(X) ways. Thus, for a vertex X ∈ V N , S(X) is its local degree in the graph G N . As G has degree bounded by d, (2.6) implies that each G N has degree bounded by Nd.
Remark 2.6. Using labelings X = {x 1 , . . . , x N } and Y = {y 1 , . . . , y N }, the graph distance
In particular, all G N are connected. While (2.12) is known, e.g. [30] , and a proof can be found by combining arguments in Chapter V of [23] , we include a short self-contained proof in Appendix A for the reader's convenience. interpreted as "up-spin" and "down-spin", respectively. We will initially consider finite graphs G = (V, E) and define the Hilbert space (2.14)
which has dimension 2 |V| . For x, y ∈ V with x = y we define the two-site Hamiltonian
½ , acting on the local Hilbert space
3 ) are the spin matrices (2.16)
y . At this point it is also convenient to introduce the spin lowering operator S − and the spin raising operator S + :
for which we have S − e 0 = e 1 , S + e 1 = e 0 and S + e 0 = S − e 1 = 0. For the anisotropy parameter ∆, we will generally choose (2.19) ∆ > 1, corresponding to the Ising phase, which assures that both terms in the second line of (2.15) are non-negative. Now, the XXZ Hamiltonian on G is given by (2.20) the "all-spins-up" or "vacuum" state. In view of this terminology, we will also use the term "particles" instead of "down-spins", with S − X and S + X taking the role of creation and annihilation operators at site x. For any ε > 0 and any x ∈ V, note that Ω is -up to a complex phase -the unique normalized element of ker (H G + εN x ). (Using connectedness of G and that the XXZ system in the Ising phase is "frustration free", this is seen as in the case of the chain, compare [20] . It also follows from our methods below, e.g. (2.49).) Here we have defined the local particle number operator at the vertex x as (2.22 )
Next, for any subset X ⊂ V, we define (2.23)
which corresponds to the state of down-spins located at the sites in X and up-spins everywhere else. In particular, we have that {φ X } X⊂V is an orthonormal basis of H G . We get (2.24 )
It is now important to note that H G conserves the total number of down-spins or particles, i.e., if we define 
Equivalence to a Schrödinger type operator. Here we still assume, as in Section 2.2, that G is finite, i.e. that |V| < ∞. The purpose of this section is to show the equivalence of H N to a Schrödinger operator acting on N hard-core bosons with the sites in V as their configuration space. Here we view down-spins as particles embedded in a "vacuum" of up-spins. The vertices of the N-th symmetric product G N (i.e. the N-element subsets of V) are the different possible configurations of N particles occupying N sites in V. This corresponds to hardcore bosons as no site can be occupied by more than one particle. Thus the symmetric product graphs of G become a tool to more explicitly describe the operators H N . To be more explicit, let us thus consider the Hilbert space ℓ 2 (V N ) with inner product ·, · given by f, g = X∈V N f (X)g(X). For any X ∈ V N , we now define the functions δ X : V N → C to be δ X (Y ) = δ XY . In particular, we also get δ X , δ Y = δ XY .
We will from now on make the natural identification of the canonical basis vectors δ X with the N-down-spin vectors φ X from (2.23) and thus of the Hilbert space ℓ 2 (V N ) with H N G . We now proceed to showing that with this identification H N takes the form of a discrete Schrödinger operator on ℓ 2 (V N ). To this end, we introduce the following operators:
We use the letter "D" in (2.28) because, by Remark 2.5, D N is the degree function of G N . In describing the restriction of H G to ℓ 2 (V N ), we will find that the contributions of the local operators h xy are non-vanishing on a state φ X only when {x, y} ∈ ∂X, i.e. only at the surface of a configuration X. In this case, h xy describes a spin or particle hopping operation (due to the XX-term in (2.15)) as well as a potential contribution (corresponding to the Z-term).
Proposition 2.8. For every N ∈ N and ∆ > 1, (2.30 )
Also note that H 0 = 0 on the one-dimensional subspace ℓ 2 (V 0 ) (representing the all-spins-up vector).
Proof. (of Proposition 2.8) Identifying φ X with δ X as above, (2.30) amounts to showing that (2.32)
for any X ∈ V N . The main ingredient to proving this is the identity (2.33)
, which can be checked by an explicit calculation. Now, for any X ⊂ V with |X| = N, there are three possibilities:
• First possibility: x ∈ X and y ∈ X. In this case, we get
, from which we conclude that h xy φ X = 0.
• Second possibility: x / ∈ X and y / ∈ X. In this case, we get
Thus, once again, h xy φ X = 0.
• Third possibility: One vertex is an element of X, while the other one is not. Without loss let x ∈ X but y / ∈ X. In this case we get
since only edges {x, y} ∈ E for which the third possibility holds contribute to the sum. It follows from Remark 2.5 that the set of all Y ∈ V N such that X△Y ∈ E is given by
This yields
Moreover, by (2.7),
These two identities plugged back into (2.38) show (2.32) and thus the proposition.
Remark 2.9. Particle number conservation of the XXZ system is preserved under the addition of an external magnetic field in the 3-direction. In particular, we will consider the Hamiltonian
with H from (2.20) (note that the field term differs from
x only by an energy shift). The corresponding N-particle restrictions then become H N + V N , where V N is the multiplication operator by the restriction of
to V N . This is simply the N-body exterior potential of a system of hardcore bosons under the single particle potential v : V → R.
2.4.
The XXZ model on infinite graphs. The most pragmatic way to introduce the XXZ model on a countable infinite graph G is to use Proposition 2.8 in conjunction with (2.27) as a definition, i.e., to define
, where H 0 = 0 and (2.45)
+ 1)Nd) and self-adjoint for each N. On infinite graphs the direct sum H is generally an unbounded self-adjoint operator.
Alternatively, when properly interpreted, we may also introduce an infinite XXZ system directly via H = {x,y}∈E h xy as in (2.20) . The sum is initially only well-defined on H G,0 , the incomplete inner product space given by finite linear combinations of the orthonormal vectors ϕ X , X ⊂ V, |X| < ∞. By the argument in the proof of Proposition 2.8, H G,0 is invariant under {x,y}∈E h xy and, again identifying ϕ X with δ X , coincides there with the restriction of H G defined by (2.44) 
This operator is essentially self-adjoint in the Hilbert space completion of H 0 and its closure is unitarily equivalent to (2.44).
In particular, this means that H can be calculated via (2.20) on the vectors ϕ X (and their finite linear combinations) also for the case of infinite graphs.
2.5. Classical droplets and droplet spectrum. Recall that in (2.7) we have defined S(X) to be the surface measure of the configuration X ⊂ V, i.e. We thus refer to the states δ X with |∂X| = D N,min as classical droplets, as they have minimal surfaces. Moreover, we denote the set of all classical droplet configurations in V N by
and its complement byV N,1 := {X ∈ V N : X / ∈ V N,1 }. The determination of all minimizers of (2.47), i.e., of all subsets X of the graph of given volume N with minimal surface measure |∂X| is known as the edge-isoperimetric problem on G, see [13] for a survey as well as further references. We include some results on this for the examples of most interest to us in Appendix B.
Being in the Ising phase ∆ > 1 means that, in ways to be made specific below, the operator H N from (2.45) is dominated by the potential term D N (the limiting Hamiltonian as ∆ → ∞). A first consequence of considering the Ising phase is the existence of a ground state gap for the XXZ model on arbitrary infinite connected graphs G: We have D N,min ≥ 1 for all N ∈ N (all finite subsets of V have non-empty boundary). As this holds uniformly in N and −
2∆
L N is non-negative, (2.31) shows that (2.49)
for all N ∈ N. Thus E 0 = 0 (coming from H 0 = 0 on the one-dimensional space spanned by the all-up-spins state) is the non-degenerate ground state energy of H with a ground-state gap of at least 1 2 (1 −
∆
). In concrete examples the gap will generally be larger. In much of the remainder of this work we ask if the Hamiltonians H N , in the Ising phase 1 < ∆ < ∞ and for energies in a vicinity of the classical droplet energy D N,min /2, show a quantum droplet phase, separated from other parts of the spectrum by an additional gap and with eigenstates corresponding to spin configurations with a single cluster of down-spins, at least approximately.
Among non-droplet configurations the potential D N is bounded below by 
The droplet spectrum excludes the vacuum energy E 0 = 0 and (again due to non-negativity of −
2∆
L N ) energies associated with non-droplet configurations:
whereP N is the orthogonal projection onto ℓ 2 (V N,1 ). The much studied prototypical example of the above construction is the exactly solvable one-dimensional infinite XXZ chain, i.e., the case where G is the one-dimensional lattice Z (we will generally simply write Z d for the graph with vertices x ∈ Z d and edges given by next neighbors in the ℓ 1 -distance). In this case the droplet phase at the bottom of the 1D XXZ chain was first described in [27] , see also [28] and [19] . HereD N = 4 for all N and the droplet bands are explicitly given by the intersection of (0, 2(1 − 1/∆)) with
where ρ := 1/∆. The intervalsδ N are nested,δ N +1 ⊂δ N for all N ∈ N, and contract (exponentially fast) to the limit pointδ
. For ∆ > 3 this is strictly contained in (0, 2(1 − 1/∆)) and thus, in particular, the union of all droplet bands of H is separated by a non-trivial gap from the higher spectrum of H.
In the next section we will introduce a method which allows to prove related results for XXZ systems on larger classes of graphs and does not depend on exact solvability.
3. An abstract approach to the existence of gaps Let G = (V, E) be a countable graph, write x ∼ y for {x, y} ∈ E, and assume that is has bounded degree sup x∈V D(x) < ∞, where D(x) = |{y ∈ V : x ∼ y}|. In particular, this means that the adjacency operator A G on G is a bounded operator on ℓ 2 (V ). For this section, let us drop the index G and just write A = A G .
Consider a disjoint decomposition V = V 1 ∪ V 2 of the vertices and let B be the "boundary hopping operator" from ℓ 2 (V 2 ) to ℓ 2 (V 1 ), i.e.,
for all f ∈ ℓ 2 (V 2 ) and x ∈ V 1 . Note that its adjoint is the boundary hopping operator from
for all g ∈ ℓ 2 (V 1 ) and y ∈ V 2 . These operators are bounded. More precisely:
where we used that the second sum has at most d 1 non-zero terms. We exchange the order of summation and further bound by
as the second sum now has at most d 2 non-zero terms. Thus we have shown (3.4).
Now assume that U is the multiplication operator on ℓ 2 (V ) by a bounded function U : V → R and denote σ j := {U(x) : x ∈ V j }, i.e., the spectra of the restrictions U j of U to ℓ 2 (V j ), j = 1, 2. We assume that
i.e., σ 1 lies above σ 2 and there is a gap of size S > 0 between σ 1 and σ 2 . Due to the boundedness of A, for sufficiently small g > 0 this leads to a gap in the spectrum of the Schrödinger-type operator
and we want to prove lower bounds on the size of this gap, which are better (in our applications) than the rough bound (3.9)
S − 2g A .
Let E ∈ R and write H − E as a block operator with respect to the decomposition
Here B and B * are the boundary hopping operators between ℓ 2 (V 2 ) and ℓ 2 (V 1 ) and C j = −gA j +U j −E, where A j are the adjacency operators on the restricted graphs G j = (V j , E j = {{x, y} ∈ E : x, y ∈ V j }), j = 1, 2. Let D by the multiplication operator on ℓ 2 (V ) by the degree function D(x).
There is now a subtle distinction to be made between D i and D ↾ ℓ 2 (V i ) . Here, D i is the operator of multiplication by the degree function of the restricted graph G i = (V i , E i ), where E i = {{x, y} ∈ E : x, y ∈ V i }. Since for any x ∈ V i , we get
so that C 2 is invertible. Assume that the Schur complement S :
2 B * of the block operator (3.10) is invertible as well. Then H − E is invertible and
To prove that S is invertible, now assume in addition that
so that, by (3.13) and 3.12,
and therefore C 1 is invertible. Thus invertibility of the Schur complement
From Lemma 3.1 and the considerations above we get
.
In summary, we have shown most of Proposition 3.2. Assume (3.7) and that E ∈ R satisfies (3.14) and (3.16). Let g > 0 be such that
Then E is not in the spectrum of H = −gA + U and the Hilbert space dimension of the spectral projection of H onto (−∞, E) is at least |V 2 |.
We only need to comment on the concluding statement on dimensions. For all ϕ ∈ ℓ 2 (V 2 ) \ {0}, we get from the representation (3.10) that
by (3.14). Thus the claim follows from the variational principle.
In our applications below we consider the family of Schrödinger-type operators H N on the graphs G N from (2.45) above (for a given graph G), as well as their restrictions G N,1 and G N,2 to V N,1 andV N,1 , the droplet and non-droplet configurations, respectively. We aim at showing the existence of a droplet regime at the bottom of the spectrum of the H N for suitable types of graphs G, including the presence of a gap which separates the droplet spectrum from higher spectral bands. Specifically, we are interested in large particle numbers N, and ideally in results which hold uniformly in the particle number (and thus also for the spectrum of H, i.e., the union of the spectra of all H N ). The trivial bound (3.9) on the spectral gap will generally be useless here, because the norms A N of the adjacency operators are unbounded in N, even for one-dimensional graphs such as Z.
The bound (3.20) is more suitable, because (i) in our application we have U = (1 − 1 ∆ )D N − E which generally grows with N if ∆ > 1, (ii) the norm of the adjacency operator restricted to the droplet configurations is bounded in N, at least for "one-dimensional" graphs, allowing to control the N-dependence of the second factor in the numerator, and (iii) the "boundary hopping degrees" d 1 and d 2 , again in one-dimensional situations, are uniformly bounded above in N as well.
In the next section we make this more precise for some examples.
In particular, we demonstrate that strips of arbitrary width indeed show a droplet regime at the bottom of the spectrum if ∆ is sufficiently large, depending on the width of the strip. We will also discuss that for a two-dimensional XXZ system there is no droplet regime, at least not uniform in the particle number. 4 . Gaps in the spectra of the XXZ Hamiltonian on various graphs 4.1. Gaps in the spectrum of the 1-d chain. In the following, we want to use Proposition 3.2 to show existence of spectral gaps in higher order bands of the XXZ spin chain -uniformly in the particle number. Hence, the graph G = (V, E) for which we define the full XXZ Hamiltonian H G as in (2.44) is given by V = Z and E = {{x, y} ⊂ Z : |x − y| = 1}.
To be more precise, we are interested in finding spectral gaps between the cluster bands C(k) given by
where k ∈ N. (In addition, we define C(0) := {0}.) In [20] , it was shown that
and moreover that for any N ∈ N 0 :
where H N G is the operator on ℓ 2 (V N ) as defined in (2.45). In order to prove the existence of gaps between C(k) and C(k + 1) in the spectrum of H G , we will show under certain assumptions on ∆ that for any N ∈ N 0 , there is a gap γ k (N) in the spectrum of H N G between C(k) and C(k + 1), i.e.
and moreover that (4.5)
which means that there is a gap γ k between C(k) and C(k + 1) in the spectrum of H G . The case k = 0 is the well-known existence of a ground state gap for ∆ > 1,
while the case k = 2 was covered in [20] by showing that for ∆ > 3 we have
Thus we will restrict ourselves to the cases k ≥ 2 from now on. In view of (4.3), note that it suffices to only consider the operators H N G , where N ≥ k + 1 and show the existence of spectral gaps γ k (N) such that (4.5) holds. Also, note that a priori, we have to assume that ∆ > 2k + 1 to ensure that sup C(k) < inf C(k + 1). Now fix any N ≥ k + 1 and consider the operator H N G on ℓ 2 (V N ). Let us split V N into the disjoint union V N = V 1 ∪ V 2 , where we define V 2 to be the set of those configurations X 2 ∈ V 2 such that S(X 2 ) ≤ 2k. In other words, ℓ 2 (V 2 ) is the spectral subspace for which D N ≤ 2k holds. The set V 1 ⊂ V N is then just defined to be V 1 = V N \ V 2 and we have D N (X 1 ) ≥ 2k + 2 for any X 1 ∈ V 1 . Since we are considering the XXZ model, we get g =
and U = In order to avoid our arguments being too technical, let us also introduce the following terminology:
(i) Let X ∈ V N , which means that X is a subset of Z with exactly N elements. We call any x ∈ X a particle and any sequence of consecutive numbers {x, x + 1, . . . , x + n − 1} ⊂ X an n-particle cluster (n ∈ {1, . . . , N}). In this terminology, the interpretation of V 2 is that of the set of all configurations with k or less clusters. This in turn implies that V 1 is the set of configurations with k + 1 or more clusters. Also, note that for any X ∈ V N , we have that 1 2 S(X) is the number of clusters this configuration consists of.
(ii) Given X, Y ∈ V N , such that {X, Y } ∈ E N or equivalently such that X△Y ∈ E, this means that there exists a x ∈ X ∩ Y c and y ∈ X c ∩ Y such that Y = (X \ {x}) ∪ {y} (cf. Remark 2.5). In this case, we say that the configuration Y is obtained from X through hopping of the particle at x from x to y. In general, given any X ∈ V N , when we speak of hopping, we mean the adjacent sites {Y ∈ V N : X△Y ∈ E} and think of them as obtained through the different possibilities that particles in X can hop from sites x ∈ X to y ∈ Y \ X.
Let us now estimate the quantities we need in order to apply this result.
• We begin with finding an upper bound for
Observe that X ∈ V 2 , i.e., a configuration with at most k connected clusters, has at most 2k neighbors in G N with k + 1 clusters (and no neighbors with more than k + 1 clusters). The extreme case 2k happens if there are k connected clusters, each consisting of at least two particles, and the spatial separation between all clusters is at least 2. In this case each endpoint of each cluster can hop to exactly one neighbor outside X, splitting one cluster into two. Thus d 1 ≤ 2k.
On the other hand, observe that hopping can decrease the number of clusters by at most one. It thus suffices to only consider configurations of k + 1 clusters when trying to find an estimate for d 2 . Now, a decrease of the number of clusters from k +1 to k will only happen if there is a one-particle cluster at distance two from another cluster. The extremal case of this situation is given by k + 1 single particles lined up in a chain with distance two between each pair. Then, the very left and the very right particle each have one way of hopping such that it forms a two-particle cluster with its nearest neighboring particle, while the k − 1 particles inside have two ways each for hopping and connecting. Altogether, this yields d 2 ≤ 2(k − 1) + 2 = 2k. We therefore conclude (4.8)
• Next, we can estimate A 2 ≤ D 2 ≤ 2k, as it was already argued above that configurations V 2 can have at most 2k next neighbors.
, it is easy to describe
since for each configuration X ∈ V 2 with ℓ ≤ k clusters, we have D N (X) = |∂X| = 2ℓ.
• Finally, we will use that (4.10) inf
which follows immediately from the fact that configurations X ∈ V 1 have k + 1 ≥ ℓ clusters again with |∂X| = 2ℓ. The spectral minimum of D N ↾ ℓ 2 V 1 is thus attained by configurations with k + 1 clusters. Plugging all those quantities into Equation (3.20) then yields that all numbers E ∈ (k(1 + 1/∆), (k + 1)(1 − 1/∆)) with the additional property that
are in the resolvent set of H N G . Note that this is uniform in N. Let us now define
By an easy calculation, we then get
is in the resolvent set of the XXZ spin chain Hamiltonian H G .
Note that, for fixed k, the intervals (k(1 + 1/∆), (k + 1)(1 −1/∆)) and (γ − (k, ∆), γ + (k, ∆)) have the same center and their endpoints coincide up to C(k)/∆ 2 as ∆ → ∞. 
where L N is the Laplacian on G N For simplicity, we will restrict our considerations to sufficiently large particle numbers that are multiples of M. This will ensure that the space of classical droplet configurations V N,1 can be described by rectangular configurations of the form
Hence, for any M ∈ N, we define (4.17)
and we introduce the restricted Hamiltonian (4.18)
For any such N = ℓM ∈ S M , the classical droplet configurations are given by rectangles of height M and width ℓ (see Lemma B.2 for a proof),
From this it is not hard to obtain the necessary quantities for an application of Proposition 3.2, where for the sets V 1 and V 2 into which we decompose V N = V 1 ∪V 2 , we choose V 2 = V N,1 and
• Firstly, note that g =
, D = D N and U = U(x) = 1 2 sup
• Finally, we estimate
which trivially follows from the fact that D N is integer-valued and that for any X ∈ V N \ V N,1 we have D N (X) ≥ 2M + 2. (The obvious lower bound 2M + 1 can be improved to 2M + 2, realized by taking one of the four corners of R z,ℓ and attaching it to one of the other three corners, but we haven't worked out a detailed proof of this.) Let ∆ > 2M + 1. By Proposition 3.2, any E with M < E < 1 − 
4.3.
The XXZ model in Z 2 . Let us now consider G = (V, E), where V = Z 2 and E = {{x, y} : x, y ∈ Z 2 , x − y ℓ 1 = 1} and for simplicity restrict ourselves to particle numbers that are squares. In this case, the classical droplets are given by states δ X , where X ⊂ Z 2 are squares, i.e. up to translations of the form X = {1, 2, . . . , √ N} × {1, 2, . . . , √ N} (cf. Lemma B.1 for more details). Since the edge boundary ∂X of such a configuration has exactly 4 √ N elements, we have D N,min = 4 √ N, from which we get
In particular, this means that inf σ(H 
we will exclude this case from now on. As before, we now need to collect a few needed quantities:
• For X ∈ V N,1 , we have d 2 = 4 √ N and d 1 = 1.
• Since N ≥ 4, there is are no square configurations X and X ′ such that d N (X, X ′ ) = 1, from which we conclude A 2 = 0.
• Clearly, we have σ(U 2 ) = {2 √ N }.
• The second smallest eigenvalue of D N is given by λ 2 = 4 √ N + 2. This follows as one can easily find an explicit N-particle configuration with surface area 4 √ N + 2 and from the fact that G is a regular graph and thus Lemma 2.2 implies that the values of D N (X) = S(X) have to be even integers. We thus get
Hence, we get that 2
is not in the spectrum if it satisfies
Again, for ∆ sufficiently large this gives a gap almost as big as (2 √ N, (1 − 1/∆)(2 √ N + 1)). However, we can not produce gaps in H, not even for its restriction to particle numbers which are squares, as the gap location now moves as √ N.
Combes-Thomas bounds
The discussion of the existence of droplet spectrum would not be complete without also giving a corresponding description of eigenstates to energies in this part of the spectrum. What one would like to show is that these eigenfunctions are close to the "classical" droplet states ϕ X , where X is a droplet configuration, i.e., contained in V 1 = N V N,1 . We will accomplish this by providing a Combes-Thomas-type bound in Section 5.2, which shows that, for given N, the Green function of (a suitably modified version of) H N for energies in the droplet spectrum decays exponentially in the d N -distance from V N,1 . This generalizes results in [16] where such bounds were proven for the case V = Z (see also [10] for a related Combes-Thomas bound). A quick calculation in Section 5.3 will then show that this implies a similar decay bound for eigenstates to droplet energies and, if the droplet spectrum is separated by a gap from higher spectral bands, also for the spectral projection onto the full droplet spectrum.
Throughout this section we will actually state and prove results which do not just apply to the droplet spectrum, but to energies below an increasing sequence of k-threshold energies, which correspond to "multi-droplets", i.e., states close to classical configurations with a fixed number k of connected components of down-spins.
5.1.
Degree growth between neighbors in G N . The exponential decay rates in "standard" Combes-Thomas bounds for Schrödinger-type operators on Z N are inversely proportional to the number 2N of next neighbors of lattice sites, e.g. [24] , and thus do not give the uniformity in the particle number N desired here. However, as we will show next, due to (2.46) the degree growth between next neighbors in G N satisfies an N-independent bound. This property will be critical in the proof of the Combes-Thomas bound near droplet energies in Section 5.2.
Lemma 5.1. Let G = (V, E) be a countable, undirected and connected graph of bounded degree d = sup x∈V d(x) < ∞. Let X, Y ⊂ V such that X∆Y ∈ E. Then either |∂X| and |∂Y | are both infinite, or
in which case also
Proof. Note that X∆Y ∈ E means that there exist x 0 ∈ X and y 0 ∈ Y such that {x 0 , y 0 } ∈ E and X \ {x 0 } = Y \ {y 0 }. In particular, x 0 ∈ Y and y 0 ∈ X, ∂X and ∂Y are both non-empty (each contains {x 0 , y 0 }), and |∂X| and |∂Y | are either both infinite or both finite. In the latter case, to show (5.1) it suffices to prove
as at most d edges each contain either x 0 or y 0 , where {x 0 , y 0 } is counted twice. Suppose {u, v} ∈ ∂Y \F , i.e., without loss, u ∈ Y and v ∈ Y c , as well {u, v}∩{x 0 , y 0 } = ∅. As X∆Y ∈ E, this implies u ∈ Y \ {y 0 } ⊂ X as well as v ∈ (Y ∪ {x 0 }) c ⊂ X c . We have shown {u, v} ∈ ∂X. Thus (5.3) follows from (5.5). This also gives the last claim,
Due to (2.6) and (2.46), ||∂X| − |∂Y || = 2d − 1 is not possible on a regular graph, so in this case one must have ||∂X| − |∂Y || ≤ 2d − 2.
Combes-Thomas bounds. Recall that the operators H
N are defined by (2.30) or (2.31), for any N ≥ 1 and countable, connected directed graph G = (V, E) of degree bounded by d. As before, we denote the graph distance on G N = (V N , E N ) by d N , see (2.12). For X ∈ V N and subsets A, B ⊂ V N we define
As d N is an integer-valued metric, it is clear that both minima exist and that
We will now state and prove the Combes-Thomas bound for energies in the droplet spectrum. In fact, our result also applies to higher energies, as long as we assume an upper bound of the form D N,min + k on the corresponding classical energies (i.e., of the operators D N ). Here 
By P N,k andP N,k = I −P N,k we denote the orthogonal projections onto ℓ 2 (V N,k ) and ℓ 2 (V N,k ), respectively.
We fix λ ≥ k(1 −
∆
)/2 and consider the operator H N + λP N,k , noting that
If we fix
and an energy (5.14)
then E lies strictly below the spectrum of H N + λP N,k . Our goal is to prove the following Combes-Thomas bound for the resolvent (H N + λP N,k − E) −1 :
Theorem 5.2. For any 1 ≤ N < |V|, k ∈ N 0 , δ and E as in (5.13) and (5.14), λ ≥ k(1 − 1 ∆ )/2, and for arbitrary subsets A and B of V N it holds that
Proof. As N will be fixed throughout this argument we temporarily drop it from the notation, writing
. From the first line of (5.12) and (5.14) we get
where we abbreviate D k := D − kP k . On the other hand, by (5.13),
Combining the last two bounds and noting that D k ≥ D min ≥ 1, we get
. We continue by following the calculation (4.16) in [16] :
which has used that
Now using W ∈V N :∼X 1 = D(X) (another way of writing the definition of D(X)), we see that the latter is equal to 1
2) expressed in terms of (2.46)) in the second-to-last step. Thus we arrive at
Also noting that D/D k is a multiplication operator with D/D k ≤ 1 + k/D min , this further yields
Combining (5.19) and (5.26) we arrive at the bound
where we have now made the explicit choice (5.19) . This allows to conclude the proof via
We include several remarks on modifications/extensions of the above result:
Remark 5.3. In Theorem 5.2 we have regularized the resolvent at energies below the kthreshold as in (5.14) by adding λP N,k to the Hamiltonian. A similar effect can be obtained by projecting the full Hamiltonian onto the complementary space ℓ 2 (V N,k ). Thus, without going into detail, we mention that a bound similar to (5.15) can be found for χ A (P N,k (H N − E)P N,k ) −1 χ B (see [16] for the case of the chain).
Remark 5.4. Theorem 5.2 generalizes to the case of an XXZ system in an additional exterior field as in Remark 2.9, as long as we assume non-negativity v(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ V. This means that all N-body potentials defined via (2.43) are non-negative, so that the proof of the Combes-Thomas bound goes through without any effect on constants. Thus (5.15) holds uniformly with respect to the addition of arbitrary positive exterior fields.
A particular situation where this is useful is in the presence of boundary fields, as encountered when studying an XXZ system on an infinite graph as the "thermodynamic limit" of its restrictions to finite subgraphs (as done, e.g., in [16] and [10] ). Choosing these boundary fields positive will thus allow for Combes-Thomas bounds which are volume independent and stable under the thermodynamic limit.
Remark 5.5. The bound (5.14) easily extends to complex energy, i.e., to χ A (H N + λP N,k − E − iǫ) −1 χ B for arbitrary ǫ ∈ R, with only an extra factor 2 in the universal constant on the right hand side. This is seen in the same way as for the case G = Z in Section 4 of [16] . This extension also applies in the situations considered in Remarks 5.3 and 5.4 above.
5.3.
Decay bounds on eigenstates and spectral projections. Finally, we show how the above Combes-Thomas bounds imply decay of eigenstates and spectral projections associated with energies below the energies
which appeared as lower bounds in (5.12) and play the role of a sequence of k-thresholds for the energies of states characterized by multiple connected components of down-spins. 
Let us discuss some of the properties and special cases of this bound: (i) For fixed N, k and E < E N,k , the dependence of (5.33) on ∆ ∈ (1, ∞) takes the form
with suitable positive constants C 1 and γ 1 .
(ii) For fixed ∆ > 1, N and k, the asymptotic behavior for E ր E N,k is given by
with positive constants C 2 and γ 2 .
(iii) For k = 1 we have that χ V N,1 ψ is the part of ψ which is given as a superposition of classical (strict) droplets, i.e., spin product states where all down-spins form only one connected cluster. The bound (5.33) then expresses the exponential closeness of eigenstates to energies in the droplet spectrum to linear combinations of strict droplets, with d N providing the distance measure.
(iv) For the concrete example of a strip of width M and particle number N = ℓM, ℓ = 1, 2, . . ., worked out in Section 4.2, the minimal surface areas D N,min and thus the threshold energies E N,k do not depend on N, so that the Combes-Thomas bounds are uniform in N. While we didn't work out any more subtle examples, it becomes clear that N-independence of the bounds is essentially a consequence of (quasi) one-dimensionality of the graph G. In fact, the latter could be defined as sup N D N,min < ∞, the property that surface areas of "balls" don't grow with the volume. For graphs G with this property bounds such as (5.15) and (5.33) establish the existence of a droplet regime, with states corresponding to arbitrarily large droplets, at the bottom of the spectrum of the XXZ spin system on G.
Thus, while not working out any other detailed examples, we conclude that our initial question for the existence of a (many-body) droplet regime near the bottom of the spectrum of an XXZ system is answered by the need of quasi-one-dimensionality of the graph. The example G = Z 2 worked out in Section 4.3 illustrates that for higher-dimensional XXZ systems the low energy spectrum corresponds to droplets of small particle number and thus is not a many-body energy regime for the model.
Spectral projections.
To also get a decay bound on spectral projections of the spectrum of H N below the thresholds E N,k we require that H N has a spectral gap below E N,k , as it holds for example in the special cases discussed in Section 4 if ∆ is sufficiently large. More precisely, assume that
lies in a spectral gap of H N for some δ > 0. Let Q denote the spectral projection for H N onto (0, E N,k ). We will prove a bound on χ A Q for any A ⊂V N,k , which decays in the distance of A from V N,k . This follows by adapting an argument which was provided in a similar context in [11] . The existence of the spectral gap (5.37) allows to choose a positively oriented integration contour Γ around σ(H N ) ∩ (0, E N,k ) which cuts the positive real line at the centers of the ground state gap (0, (1 − 1/∆)/2) and the gap (5.37). This means Γ can be chosen such that its length is bounded by ℓ(Γ) ≤ D N,min + k + 2 and so that (H N − z) −1 ≤ 4/((1 − 1/∆) min{1, δ}) for all z ∈ Γ. Thus
By arguing with Schur complementation over ℓ
N,k is analytic in the interior of Γ, so that the first term in (5.38) vanishes. The second term in (5.38) decomposes further into
Thus we arrive at the norm bound
where we have chosen the smallest allowed value k(1 − 1/∆)/2 for λ and C 0 and C are universal constants. We can now use (5.15) (and its extension to complex energy in Remark 5.5) to get that χ A Q decays exponentially in the distance d N (A, V N,k ), similar to (5.33). The remarks on eigenstates at the end of Section 5.3.1, relating a many-body droplet regime at the bottom of the spectrum to quasi-one-dimensionality of the graph, also apply in the context of spectral projections. Let X \ Y = {x 1 , . . . , x ℓ } and Y \ X = {y 1 = σ(x 1 ), . . . , y ℓ = σ(x ℓ )}. Let p = (x 1 = z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z n = y 1 ) be a shortest path from x 1 to y 1 in G, and {z j 1 , . . . , z jr } = {z 1 , . . . , z n−1 }∩ X, see Figure 2 . Figure 2 . Obstacles z j 1 , . . . , z jr in a shortest path Then a path in G N from X to (X \ {x 1 }) ∪ {y 1 } of length n = d(x 1 , σ(x 1 )) is found by successively moving z jr to y 1 , z j r−1 to z jr , . . . , and x 1 to z j 1 along p (resulting in a "caterpillar" move, to use a term from [23] ).
In this way each x j can be moved to y j , for j = 1, . . . , ℓ, giving a path of the desired length in G N .
Appendix B. Solutions to certain edge-isoperimetric problems
Given a graph G = (V, E) and its N-th symmetric product G N = (V N , E N ), recall that finding the lowest eigenvalue of the operator D N is equivalent to solving the edge-isoperimetric problem (B.1) min{|∂X| : X ⊂ V, |X| = N} =: D N,min .
In addition to this, we will also determine the set of all minimizers V N,1 of (B.1).
B.1. Classical droplets on the two-dimensional lattice. Let G = (V, E) be the twodimensional lattice, i.e. the vertex set is given by V = Z 2 and the edge set is given by ℓ 1 -next-neighbors: E = {{x, y} : x, y ∈ Z 2 , x − y 1 = 1}. For our arguments, it will be convenient to identify vertices x ∈ Z 2 with the unit square in R 2 with x as center point (cf. Figures 3 and 4) . To make this more precise, let
denote the unit square with center x and for any X ⊂ Z 2 , we define
For any such U(X) let Area(X) denote its area and Per(X) its perimeter. Note that Area(X) = |X| and Per(X) = S(X) = |∂X|. If N is a square (i.e. if √ N ∈ N), let us now prove that the set of all classical droplet configurations is given by the quadratic ones. For any x = (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ Z 2 , we thus define
Lemma B.1. Let G be the two-dimensional lattice. Then, the set of all classical droplet configurations V N,1 is given by
We include the proof of this result for convenience. While we restrict ourselves to squares, the solution to the isoperimetric problem on Z 2 is known for arbitrary N, where the minimizers grow in a spiraling pattern with N, see Section 2.1 of [13] and further references provided there.
Proof. For a proof by contradiction, assume that X is a non-quadratic classical droplet configuration, which means that X ∈ V N,1 but there is no x ∈ Z 2 such that X = Q x . Firstly, note that any X ∈ V N,1 has to be connected, i.e. for any decomposition X = X 1 ∪ X 2 , there is always at least one x 1 ∈ X 1 and one x 2 ∈ X 2 such that {x 1 , x 2 } ∈ E. For if this is not the case, one could always find a new set X ′ = X 1 ∪ X ′ 2 with smaller edge-surface, where X ′ 2 is a suitable translate of X 2 which is adjoined to X 1 (see Figures 3 and 4) . Now, let R( X) denote the smallest rectangular B.1 subset of Z 2 that contains X and observe that (B.6) S( X) ≥ S(R( X)) (i.e., Per( X) ≥ Per(R( X)))
B.1 With a subset R( X) of Z 2 being rectangular, we mean that there exist intervals I 1 , I 2 ⊂ R such that R( X) = (I 1 ∩ Z) × (I 2 ∩ Z). for which we visualized a special case in Figure 4 . Note that for (B.6), we are using that X is connected. There are now two possibilities: either U(R( X)) is a square or it is not. If U(R( X)) is a square, its area must be bigger than N since X was assumed to be a nonquadratic droplet configuration and is thus a proper subset of R( X) with | X| = N. This immediately implies that Per(R( X)) > Per(Q x ) = 4 √ N and thus by (B.6), we get that (B.8) S( X) ≥ S(R( X)) > S(Q x ) = 4 √ N , which is a contradiction since X was assumed to be an element of V N,1 . If U(R( X)) is a non-square rectangle with Area(R( X)) ≥ Area( X) = N, then an easy calculus exercise to shows that (B.9)
Per(R( X)) > Per(Q x ) .
By (B.6) we again get the contradiction (B.10) S( X) ≥ S(R( X)) > S(Q x ) = 4 √ N .
This shows the lemma.
B.2. Classical droplets on the strip. Let G be now the strip of width M as described in Section 4.2. For sufficiently large particle number that are multiples of M, let us now show that the classical droplets are given by rectangular configurations R z,ℓ (cf. (4.16)).
Lemma B.2. Let G be the strip of width M. Let N is a multiple of M, i.e. N = ℓM, for some ℓ ∈ N and assume that ℓ > M 2
. Then S N,min = 2M and (B.11) V N,1 = {R z,ℓ : z ∈ Z} .
The reason for including the assumption ℓ > M 2
is that for smaller ℓ the minimizers will be rectangles attached to the floor or ceiling, but not both. For particle numbers N which are not multiples of M it is quite convincing that minimizing configurations will be found by attaching surplus particles in an extra column at one of the sides of a region of the form R z,ℓ , starting from either the ceiling or the floor of the strip. But we haven't worked out a proof for this and don't know a reference.
Proof. Firstly, note that for any z ∈ Z, we have that (B.12) |R z,ℓ | = kM = N and S (R z,ℓ ) = 2M . Now, for a proof by contradiction, assume that there exists a configuration X ∈ V N such that S( X) ≤ 2M and which is not of the form X = R z,ℓ for some z ∈ Z. Now, note that any configuration X ∈ V N,1 will be a connected set that is attached to the "floor" or the "ceiling" of the strip, i.e. there exists x = (z, m) ∈ X such that m = 1 or m = M respectively. For if X is not attached to either floor or ceiling, it could be translated in m-direction until it is, which would reduce its edge surface by a strictly positive number.
Likewise, it is impossible that X is not connected, which follows from an argument similar as in the proof of Lemma B.1. The only situation that requires extra care is the case that X is not connected and could be decomposed into two disjoint non-connected sets X = X 1 ∪ X 2 such that X 1 is attached to the floor while X 2 is attached to the ceiling. In this case, however, we can reflect X 2 about the m = M +1 2
axis to obtain a configuration X ′ 2 with same edgesurface as X 2 (cf. Figure 5 ) which is attached to the floor as well. By translation of X ′ 2 in z-direction, we obtain a set X ′′ 2 such that X 1 and X ′′ 2 are disjoint but connected and thus X ′′ = X 1 ∪ X ′′ 2 has a strictly smaller edge boundary than X = X 1 ∪ X 2 (cf. Figure 5 ). Hence, without loss of generality, assume from now on that X is a connected configuration that is attached to the floor. As in the proof of Lemma B.1, let R( X) ⊂ V be the smallest rectangular configuration containing X (compare Figure 5 ) and note that since X is connected, we have S( X) ≥ S(R( X)) and, trivially, N = | X| ≤ |R( X)|. While R( X) itself always has to be attached to the floor, it is now either possible that it is attached to the ceiling or not -depending on whether X is. Let us firstly treat the case that X and therefore R( X) are not attached to the ceiling. In this case, using that N = ℓM > , it is a simple calculus exercise to show that S(R( X)) = Per(R( X)) > 2M and thus we get S( X) ≥ S(R( X)) > 2M -a contradiction to X ∈ V N,1 .
The case that remains to be treated is when the X is attached to both -floor and ceiling. Since X was assumed to be non-rectangular, it is clear that ∂(U( X)) cannot just be given by two straight vertical lines that connect floor and ceiling, which means that Per( X) = S( X) has to be strictly larger than 2M. This finishes the proof.
